
Confused about your new Debit Chip 
Card?  Here’s some helpful 
information:

You likely have read or seen on the news that 
financial institutions and merchants in the 
United States are beginning to support “chip 
card” technology in debit and credit cards.  This 
makes it more difficult for compromises of card 
information.  While chip cards have already 
proven themselves to reduce fraud, the 
“newness” factor and change in how they are 
supported by merchants may cause members 
some inconvenience or confusion, especially if 
the merchants are not fully prepared to process
chip transactions.  Some merchants have not 
yet finished the hardware and software changes
necessary to process a chip transaction.  Until 
all U.S. merchants convert to the new 
technology, here are some of the situations you
may encounter:
DO I INSERT OR SWIPE MY CARD?
Before using your card, ask the cashier if they 
support chip technology.  If they do, insert your 
card and follow the instructions.  Some 
terminals have flashing blue lights to indicate 
where you can insert your card.

I SWIPED AND IT’S DECLINED
If the merchant has programmed their terminal 
to accept chip cards, then they often have 
programmed it to NOT let you swipe your card. 
Insert your card and follow the instructions.

I INSERT MY DEBIT CARD AND IT’S DECLINED
Some merchant terminals support chip 
technology but have only been programmed to 
support credit cards and not debit cards.  You 
may need to swipe until the merchant has 
completed their migration.

THE MERCHANT SAYS “ORLEX DEBIT CARDS 
DON’T WORK HERE”
The merchant’s terminal may not be ready to 
accept chip cards or be fully programmed for 
debit chip cards, or the merchant isn’t aware of 
how their terminal works.  ORLEX cards are 

industry standard and support both chip and 
mag-stripe features, so they work everywhere.  
If the chip does not work at the terminal, then 
you may need to swipe until the merchant has 
completed their migration.

ARE THESE CARDS SECURE?
These cards are MORE secure than traditional 
mag-strip cards.  The data that is passed to the 
merchant when you insert your card into the 
terminal has dynamic data elements that 
cannot be reproduced.  None of your personal 
information is stored on the chip! 

WHY DO I SOMETIMES NEED TO ENTER A PIN?
Because of Federal regulation, merchants are 
offered two options for forwarding your 
payment to the credit union.  One option 
requires a PIN and the other does not.  The 
choice of which network to use is up to the 
merchant and not under ORLEX’s control.

WHY IS ORLEX DOING THIS NOW AND NOT 
WAITING FOR MORE MERCHANTS TO ACCEPT 
CHIP CARDS?
ORLEX believes that this technology will help 
protect our members.  The emergence of chip 
cards is influencing merchants to upgrade their 
technology which will result in a more secure 
global payments network.

WHY AREN’T MORE MERCHANTS ACCEPTING 
CHIP CARDS?
Both card issuers, like ORLEX, and merchants 
need to make expensive investments in this 
technology.  In other countries like Canada, it 
took 2 to 3 years for chip technology to become
fully adopted by both issuers and merchants.

If you have any questions, please be sure to 
contact us toll free at 877-ORLEXCU (675-3928).


